NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME


Orientation program was conducted for all 1 st year students in our college
auditorium on 12thjuly 2018. NSS Coordinators gave the guidelines to the
students about the NSS activities and Camp. They motivated the students to
take up the responsibilities by giving a new life to people who need help.
They were informed about the discipline they have to follow when involved
in NSS activities.



Independence Day was celebrated at our college campus on 15th August
2018.



As per the government order the Albendazole tablets were distributed on
3rd September 2018 to 1000 students in Anti worm campaign



NilaVembu Kayasam was served to the students as a step to boost their
immunity power.



Cancer Awareness camp was organized by the units of NSS in our college on
10.12.2018. in college Auditorium. Dr. Dhanam Gokuladass M.B.B.S, Chief
Guest, Doctor in HMSCC, addressed the gathering and brought out the
awareness of treatments available for cancer. She also explained that the
types of cancers and how to recover from cancer.



Eye camp was organized by both the units of NSS on 28.02.2019. In our
college Auditorium. A team comprising a PRO, nurses and technicians from
Mahatma Gandhi Hospital, Trichy all 11 in number, were in charge of eye
camp. All I year students underwent the eye checkup.



NSS rural camp was organized by the units of NSS from 04.03.19 to 10.03.19
at Olaiyur Village. It was a seven day programme. A team comprising NSS
Programme Officers, two Assistant Professors and 100 NSS students took a
challenge to change Olaiyur to Solaiyur. We conducted eye and dental
camps, Guest lectures, and gave training to make a paper bags and sanitary

napkins for unemployment youth and women. We took a survey of the
village and cleaned School, Temple, Church, and Mosque premises.

